Introduction
============

This special issue of Biomedical Informatics Insights presents the full paper proceedings of the first workshop on Computational Semantics in Clinical Text (CSCT), held in 2013. Along with Nigam Shah and Kevin Bretonnel Cohen, my co-organizers, I am grateful for BII's willingness to produce this forward-looking publication.

To the Medical Informaticist
============================

Medical informatics has awakened to the reality that natural language processing (NLP) is here to stay. There is great potential for simplicity and efficiency in using structured data such as billing codes, patient metadata, lab values, and medication orders. However, it cannot be ignored that humans are communicative creatures who deal with a world of nuance, ambiguity, and presupposition, including when they describe a symptom or make a diagnosis. Thus, even the most structured clinical data is described or augmented by non-trivial natural language descriptions, and NLP techniques[@b1-bii-suppl-1-2013-003]--[@b5-bii-suppl-1-2013-003],[@b8-bii-suppl-1-2013-003],[@b9-bii-suppl-1-2013-003],[@b11-bii-suppl-1-2013-003] have begun to tap into this crucial source of clinical information for clinical, translational, and public health research.

With this Special Issue we would assert that computational semantics is an indispensable sub-discipline of NLP---and perhaps the primary one---for medical informatics, principally because the semantic meaning embedded in clinical text is what any medically-oriented person is after. While medical professionals rarely have something to say about parse trees from clinical text, they have plenty of intuition of what symptoms were present, during what time frame, and with what degree of certainty. We aim here to highlight some of the analysis and techniques that are possible when viewing clinical text from a rigorous computational semantics perspective. In doing so, we hope to encourage increased adoption of computational semantics techniques and resources.

To the Computational Linguist
=============================

Clinical text is a domain very well suited to both exploration in and application of computational semantics. Medical professionals generate clinical text with respect to constrained pragmatic settings, describing, for example, physician-patient encounters and laboratory tests. This has a pervasive effect on the linguistics of the text,[@b7-bii-suppl-1-2013-003] from the scoping and intent of negation (usually, to assert that some named entity is not present) to the frequency of syntactic constructions (eg, sentence fragments and semi-structured text). Furthermore, the semantics of clinical language are largely connected to the real world; many medical entities and events actually correspond to characteristics of a patient. Despite this grounding, a full spectrum of linguistic characteristics is available, including term ambiguity, hedging, and paraphrasing.

Clinical NLP is a relatively well-resourced domain. Numerous ontologies, thesauri, terminologies, code sets, and classifications each encode the curated knowledge of domain experts. The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus[@b6-bii-suppl-1-2013-003] brings together over 150 of these resources, including the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine---Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT), the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), and the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision (ICD-9). Additionally, annotated corpora have been developed[@b10-bii-suppl-1-2013-003],[@b12-bii-suppl-1-2013-003] that overcome the previously difficult question of patient confidentiality in data access.

Finally, the very clear potential for real world impact attracts many to NLP. Computational semantics models and approaches can be implemented in a very pragmatic context, namely on domain-specific tasks such as cohort discovery (ie, find patients that meet my criteria), patient summarization (ie, show relevant information about this patient across records), and clinical decision support (ie, present the right knowledge to the right person at the right time). These real world tasks often produce concrete results, and we often get the added benefit of measurable extrinsic evaluation for our methods.

Review Process and Articles
===========================

In the review process for CSCT 2013 and this special issue, we requested that authors make their work anonymous and completed a double-blind review by 24 qualified scientists with expertise both in natural language processing and biomedical informatics. We took special care to avoid any conflicts of interest both in reviewing and in the assigning of reviewers.

We received 9 submissions and accepted 4 long papers for the CSCT Workshop. Accepted long papers were then extended and revised for inclusion in this Special Issue; these are joined by an invited paper by CSCT's first keynote speaker. The CSCT Workshop included 3 additional short papers that are not part of this Special Issue.

There is range of topics discussed in this issue's articles. Two publications deal with distributional semantics methods. The first, *Investigating Topic Modelling for Therapy Dialogue Analysis,* is by Howes, Purver, and McCabe. Outcomes in psychiatric therapy are often influenced by doctor-patient communication, and this article considers whether the high-level topics predict various patient outcomes. Automatic topics from Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) are compared against manually coded topics for predictiveness.

In their article *Using Empirically Constructed Lexical Resources for Named Entity Recognition*, Jonnalagadda et al. also explore distributional semantics methods, but do so on a lexical level rather than on a topic level. They automatically create vector semantics-based lexical resources---a pseudo-lexicon, word clusters, and a pseudo-thesaurus---which they then employ toward the named entity recognition task, with promising results. Similar to Howes et al, they compare these methods to more traditional, manually curated lexical resources.

Similarly, Zweigenbaum et al.'s invited paper*, Combining an expert-based medical entity recognizer with a machine-learning system: Methods and a case study*, provides detailed analyses of named entity recognition methods. This empirical comparison tests the frequently asked question of whether (and how) expert knowledge and data-driven approaches can be combined to improve performance on the NER task.

*Towards Converting Clinical Phrases into SNOMED CT Expressions* takes a different approach in addressing the connection between a manually curated resource and named entities present in clinical text. To codify out of vocabulary phrases from a corpus of clinical text, Kate formulates the novel task of relation identification, which is distinct from relation extraction; phrases are automatically defined within SNOMED CT by connecting them to other SNOMED CT concepts via SNOMED CT relationships.

Instead of relating named entities to other ontological concepts, Sohn et al.'s *Analysis of Cross-Institutional Medication Description Patterns in Clinical Narratives* deals with the attributes associated with medication named entities (such as dosage, frequency, and duration) that are observable in nearby context. In this CSCT Best Paper, the authors perform a corpus analysis detailing the semantic patterns that are used to describe medications in multiple institutions, suggesting that the controlled sublanguage of medication descriptions may be extracted with high precision.

I trust that you will enjoy these high-quality articles and the way in which they explore the possibilities for computational semantics in clinical text.
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